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Our  objective  is  to  recruit  one  thousand  committed  “volunteers”  among  our  50,000
Newsletter subscribers to support the distribution of Global Research articles (email lists,
social media, crossposts). 

Do not send us money. Under Plan A, we call upon our readers to donate 5 minutes a day to
Global Research.

Global  Research  Volunteer  Members  can  contact  us  at  crg.online@yahoo.com  for
consultations  and  guidelines.

If, however, you are pressed for time in the course of a busy day, consider Plan B, Consider
Making a Donation and/or becoming a Global Research Member. 

We consider  the  globalresearch.ca  website  our  most  important  source  of
reliable news for a large range of issues, including health and the environment,
analysis of international affairs, and economic analysis.  We especially value its
courageous coverage of  state crimes against  democracy,  which are rarely
covered by most news and analysis organization.  We trust the site’s integrity
and rely on it almost exclusively.

Speaking personally,  I  would be lost  without the extraordinary information
provided by globalresearch: I would not know where else to find it.

-Karin Brothers
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Video: Syrian Military to Get S-300 Systems, Other Assistance From Russia

By South Front, September 25, 2018

Russia has announced a batch of measures, which will be employed in response to the
shootdown  of  the  IL-20  military  plane  as  a  result  of  hostile  actions  by  Israeli  F-16  off  the
Syrian coast.

Breaking: Russia Establishes No-fly Zone Over Latakia Province – Diplomat
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By Leith Aboufadel, September 25, 2018

The  Russian  military  has  established  a  no-fly  zone  over  the  Latakia  province  of  western
Syria, Russian Senator and former Air Force commander Viktor Bondarev stated on Monday.

US and Israel Warn Russia Against Supplying Syria with S-300 Air Defense Systems

By Stephen Lendman, September 25, 2018

Installing electronic countermeasures along Syria’s coastline to jam satellite navigation,
aerial radar systems, and communications of hostile aircraft will significantly bolster Syrian
defenses as well.

Bolton Warns Russian S-300 Missile Sale to Syria Would be “Significant Escalation”

By Zero Hedge, September 25, 2018

U.S. National Security Adviser John Bolton said on Monday that the Russian plans to supply
Syria with a S-300 missile system would be a “significant escalation” by Moscow and hopes
it will reconsider.

Before Pointing its Finger at Russia and Syria, the U.S. Should Answer for Its Own Chemical
and Biological Weapons Record

By Brian Kalman, September 24, 2018

It is important to note that nowhere in this law is there a legal commitment made by the
United States itself, to eliminate its own chemical and biological weapons capabilities.
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